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Urban contentious dynamics are an interesting entry point to understand the articulation
between austerity, neo-liberal policies and urban capitalisms, following different kinds of actors
(and not only the most visible ones) in their situated interactions. Starting from a large
empirical base of previous researches realized in European metropolitan regions, I argue that
urban conflicts are not just dynamics of ecological contention and develop a framework of
three main dimension that are at stake in urban conflicts: collective goods (redistribution); a
normative dimension about living together and social ties; recognition. Then, I will try to show
that many urban conflicts are affected by social, political and economic dynamics independent
from neoliberal policies. So, I will explore reactionary mobilization in metropolitan regions
showing the main impacts of neoliberal policies on urban conflicts: the request for club goods
more than public goods; a market based justification of inter-groups exchanges; a quest for
recognition in terms of utility maximization. Finally, I will engage discussing contentious
mobilizations challenging neoliberal policies (against privatization of utilities, commodification
of education and social ties; for redistribution and policy outcomes equalization). In the
conclusion, I will analyze some basic features of the challengers of neo-liberal policies,
insisting on emerging metropolitan contention as a form of collective inquiry, and on emerging
ideological frames.
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